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INTRODUCTION Purpose
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the suitability of a VBM election system for Louisiana because of its low cost, efficiency, and relative safety against fraud compared to other election systems. Using HAVA funds, Louisiana recently made a large investment in DRE machines (see Figure 1 ) -an ill-advised move considering the unproven nature of the technology. However, as the election infrastructure to support these is already being erected, the state should keep a close eye on possible malfunctions with the technology, while liberalizing absentee voting laws to pave the way for a VBM system should security concerns prove DRE equipment unworkable. 
Review of Recent Literature
While Oregonians are proud of their system and it appears to be spreading, a report Nevada, on the other hand, has reviewed election results with its VVPAT-enabled DRE machines and found them in perfect working operation (Arrison 13 Implementing the Carter-Baker recommendation that voters show photo ID at the polls has become especially contentious. A Republican-controlled legislature in Georgia passed just such a requirement without the important provision that those without government ID be issued them free of charge; an outcry from minority groups and Democrats resulted in lawsuits which eventually had the law overturned as unconstitutional (Hansen 1) . Attempts such as these blatantly ignore testimony from the report and members of the Carter-Baker commission that IDs must be provided free of charge for the recommendations to have any real positive effect (James 2), and have an effect of placing partisan politics inside urgently needed reform measures.
Furthermore, public perception of a partisan taint to election reform would undermine those efforts to great effect. These controls provided a remarkably low rate of duplicate voting for previous elections and completion of the HAVA mandated state database has promised to eradicate it entirely ("Oregon" 1-2). Additionally, if unscrupulous poll workers were to toss out certain ballots on the basis of handwriting mismatch, the voter in question would be contacted to verify their identity (Rosenfield 29) .
Special Considerations for Louisiana
While VBM is certainly a concrete alternative for Oregon and an applicable theoretical framework, there are special considerations that Louisianans must face in deciding whether this system is right for them. Foremost of these is the fact that Louisiana has already acted to ensure its own HAVA compliance -it has spent nearly $50 million in federal funds acquiring new DRE machines (Moller 1). It would take some time for the state to realize, through the elimination of its hybrid system with the simpler one-track VBM, cost savings; entire election infrastructures would require replacement. However, the state has not enacted the Carter-Baker Commission's recommendation of VVPAT for the DRE machines -should there be issues with vote validity, it would be impossible for the electronically filed votes to be recounted (1) . Here benefits of costsaving would need to be balanced against the possibility for fraud.
The myriad evacuees of Hurricane Katrina are another concern. Having a VBM system in place before the disaster would have proved useful; requests for absentee ballots for the recent mayoral primary were far higher than before the storm (Thevenot 1 A final consideration is the checkered nature of Louisiana's civic culture. It should be surprising to no one familiar with Louisiana politics that a former election commissioner was recently released from prison, having been convicted of taking millions of dollars in kickbacks ("Ex-Commissioner" 1). This is perhaps the most serious strike against the feasibility of VBM in Louisiana; Oregon's civic culture is comparatively clean, and it is difficult to determine whether or not their more ingenious counterparts in Louisianan government would not find holes to exploit (Gronke 6). Certainly, however, such a culture should not have voting machines, such as DREs, without a VVPAT.
A Plan for Louisiana
Given its prior investment in DRE technology, Louisiana is in no position financially or legally as of spring 2006 to abandon its substantial responsibilities in favor of a rush towards a full VBM system. Indeed, an attempt in Colorado to immediately implement such a system was met with voter antipathy; more recent gradualist attempts to move the state in that direction have met with more success (Rosenfeld 13-14). Many western states are following this approach; in Washington state, this process is culminating in its own VBM system (9).
Furthermore, these states have kept their "hybrid," dual-track systems as they experimented with VBM, with the safety of knowing that if either became untenable, the consequences were not disastrous.
So too should Louisiana follow this pattern, through immediate liberalization of its absentee voter laws to allow permanent no-excuse absentee ballots -effectively allowing any citizen to vote from home. At the same time, a watchful eye should be kept on the progress of the DRE infrastructure, with an additional demand that, like Nevada and Maryland, the voter have the security of a VVPAT for their own peace of mind and a solid, paper artifact in the event of a recount. Costs and benefits of the systems can be compared into the future; should the future hold electronic or paper to be superior, Louisiana will be prepared.
CONCLUSION
Summary of Findings
VBM election systems are extremely secure and satisfactory to the constituents of Oregon that live under them. However, their security may depend on their uniquely clean civic culture. Many states are suffering under the burden of satisfying both federal statutory requirements and ensuring their elections are transparent, accessible, and fair. While Louisiana has taken steps provided for it by HAVA to ensure these goals, it would undoubtedly be better served by a VBM system in an ideal world.
Interpretation of Findings
One cannot simply dump one system for another -especially in the contentious political climate that Louisiana faces post-Katrina. Louisiana should make the tentative steps towards VBM that other states have, but should also continue to improve and update its own DRE infrastructure. At the very least, this will provide voters a choice on Election Day -choice that will spur the systems to compete and become better. If either system becomes unquestionably superior, the other can be dropped and the voters will have won.
